The Carlyle Advantage.

Carlyle has developed the best support package in the industry today: the Carlyle Advantage. It provides you with a significantly expanded distribution network that puts us where you need us—when you need us.

We've partnered with only the highest-quality distributors and made sure they met our stringent requirements to become a member of our Carlyle Certified Refrigeration Partners program. So, you can rest assured should one of our compressors ever break down, a single phone call will get you all the answers you need—like which compressor to use as a replacement—and how we can get it to you more quickly.

The Carlyle Advantage provides:
- A single point of contact (1-800-GO-CARLYLE) for all customer concerns;
- Toll-free access from anywhere in the United States (including Puerto Rico), Canada or Mexico; and
- Technical support.

The Carlyle Advantage Commitment to You.

We make sure that all of our authorized distributors are dedicated to providing superior customer service in support of our original equipment manufacturers, end-users and companies receiving our equipment. To find one near you, give us a call or go to our website at www.carlylecompressor.com.

Compressors that Make a World of Difference.

For over 80 years, Carlyle has led the development of compressors for all sizes and types of refrigerant applications. We have applied our technological capabilities to bring you compressors that use alternative, environmentally safe refrigerants, while still meeting your need for reliable, efficient operation. Our current product lines include reciprocating and screw compressors.

Build Your Reputation on Carlyle’s Reliability Today.

For more information about the Carlyle line of compressors, or to find a distributor in your area, please call 1-800-GO-CARLYLE or visit us online at www.carlylecompressor.com.

Every day around the world Carlyle compressors are working quietly and efficiently in supermarkets, computer rooms, manufacturing plants, on board ships and over the road. Proven more durable in the real world, Carlyle compressors consistently meet and exceed the demanding needs of your challenging environments by providing the most reliable refrigeration in the world.

Whatever your application requires, you can build your reputation by relying on the standard of high performance, durability and efficiency that Carlyle compressors have long been known for.

Meeting the Demanding Needs of the Refrigeration Business.

When it comes to meeting your refrigeration needs, Carlyle simply builds the most reliable compressors. They’re more dependable and durable by design. In critical transport applications where extreme conditions are frequently encountered, first-year failure rates are a mere 0.29%. And, in a head-to-head, real-world comparison, Carlyle compressors have proven to be significantly more durable than the competition through statistical analysis of the data.

Carlyle compressors also provide higher performance. Our reciprocating models can be applied in high-, medium- and low-temperature applications and in single or parallel configurations. With the widest operating range available for all standard refrigerants and lubricants, Carlyle has a compressor that will fit your application.

Moreover, our advanced engineering (including superior unloaders and part-load performance) ensures superior efficiencies that can save thousands of dollars in energy costs over the lifespan of the unit.

**“We’ve had a great experience with Carlyle compressors on our Deepchill ice generators. They’re reliable, efficient and take everything we throw at them. They seem to go on forever.”**

Roger Castonguay
Manager, Product Development and Support
Sunwell Technologies

Engineered for Reliability.

When you’re looking for quality and reliability, look to Carlyle. The Carlyle ability to use suction gas cooling and capacity control results in higher reliability and lower operating costs. So, you can be assured that you’ll always be getting the highest quality compressors with Carlyle.

- Optimized refrigerant gas flow allows compressor to run cooler and more reliably.
- Robust valve system for all standard refrigerants and oils.
- Suction cutoff capacity control to reduce compressor cycling.

“...the unloading capabilities of Carlyle compressors have helped to reduce our electrical loads. Refrigeration is no longer the largest electrical cost in our stores.”

Richard Wurtz
Manager, Refrigeration Services
Fresh Brands Distributing, Inc.
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Meeting the Demanding Needs of the Refrigeration Business.

Optimized refrigerant gas flow allows compressor to run cooler and more reliably.

Robust valve system for all standard refrigerants and oils.

Section cutoff capacity control to reduce compressor cycling.

High-efficiency design that lowers power consumption.

Heavy-duty bearing system.

Pressurized lubrication on all models.
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"Independent data from a major supermarket shows that Carlyle compressors last nearly 5 years longer than the leading competition. Independent data reveals Carlyle compressors use 5% less energy than the leading competitor's compressors."
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